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Algebraically compact elements of JBW*-triples 
L. L. STACH6" and J. M. ISIDRO 
Introduction 
Compact operators were originally introduced by F. RIESZ in the celebrated 
article [14] as linear operators on a Hilbert space 3/C mapping the unit ball into a 
precompact set (in modern terminology). From the view point of the theory of 
C*-algebras such a definition has the virtual disadvantage of not being formulated 
in terms of the operator algebra rather in terms of a representation. As we shall 
see there are several ways of formulating the compactness of in terms 
of JSP(Jf). E.g. is compact iff the mapping x>-*xax is weak* conti-
nous on B !•£?(<#) the closed unit ball of jS?(jf) or equivalently if it is weak*—weak 
continuous there. These statements, whose coincidence now is only ocassional and 
due mainly to the trivial factor structure of jSP(j'f), have a natural interpretation in 
frames of the complex dynamics of Bi-S? p f ) and they furnish purely W*-algebraic 
definitions of compactness involving the predual. For a long time W*-algebras 
were considered as the most appropriate tools in fundating quantum mechanics. 
Nowadays, starting from the classical work [9], it seems that their role is taken 
by the algebraically more involved structures called JBW*-triples (Jordan—Banach 
triple-product star-algebras) which admit, in contrast, a very simple and natural 
function theoretic characterization of obviously high physical relevance as being 
dual Banach spaces whose unit ball is a symmetric domain or equivalently if the 
reversible complex dynamics on the unit ball is transitive [11], [17], [4]. The men-
tioned W*-algebraic definitions of compactness extend immediately to the setting 
of J BW*-triples requiring the weak* (or weak*—weak) continuity of the mapping 
xi— {xax} on the unit ball where {abc} denotes the three variable product (for def. 
see Section 1). Expectedly, ¿s in the classical case, compact elements of JBW*-
triples may play an especially important role in physical applications. Recently a 
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complete Gelfand—Naimark theory is available for JBW*-triples [6], [7]. Our main 
purpose in this paper is to characterize various topological-algebraical notions of 
compactness in terms of factor splitting. It turns out that factor projections of 
compact elements belong to the atomic part of the space. It maybe somewhat 
surprising that infinite dimensional spin factors do not admit non-zero compact 
elements in the suggested sense. On the other hand, the minimal ideal spanned by 
spin free atomic tripotents can be described in terms of algebraic compactness. 
In order to be self-contained and readable for non Jordan algebrists we sep-
arate a brief section providing Jordan theoretic background, and we present the 
core ideas of our considerations mainly by classical operator theoretical means 
through representations even in cases where a little more elegant unified Jordan 
theoretic treatment would be available. 
1. Jordan—Banach spaces, JBW*-tripIes, Gelfand—Naimark representation 
1.1. De f in i t i on . We call a Banach space Ea Jordan-Banach space (JB-space) 
if for every ;T€B1.E'(:={Y6.E:||J|| < 1}) there exists «F^Aut B¡E (:={biholomor-
phisms of Bi£)) such that V(0)=x. 
By a remarkable theorem of W . KAUP [12], the category of JB-spaces admits 
an algebraic characterization: it coincides with the category of Jordan-Banach triple 
product star algebras or briefly JB*-triples axiomatized below: 
1.1®. Def in i t ion . A Banach space E endowed with a continuous operation 
{ }: E3~$(x, y, z)>->-{xyz} of 3 variables is a JB*-triple if 
(Jl) {xyz} is symmetric and bilinear in x,z for fixed y and conjugate-linear in y 
for fixed x, z, with the *-norm property 
by setting 5a: Edx~{aax} and £?a:=exp (£<y (= 2 (C,"/n\)5$, 
n = 0 
(J2) for a£E, T£R the operations s'J are triple product isomorphisms i.e. 
£{xyz) = {(ei*)(e?jO(£*)} (x, y, z£E), 
1.2. Remark . The continuity of the triple product takes care of the well-
definedness of (J2) is equivalent to the algebraic relationship 
||{*xx}|| = Ml3 (xiE); 
(J3) ||ejj|| ^ 1 whenever Re £ ^ 0 and a£E. 
(J2') iSa{xyz} = {<,i5ax)yz)+{x{iday)z}+{xy(i5az)} 
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i.e. each iSa is a derivation of the triple product. Hence by polarization we obtain 
02") faa^xyz}} = { R a2x}yz} - {x {a2 ax y) z) + {xy {aL a, z}}. 
Axiom (J3) can be interpreted as follows (cf. [8]). 
(J3') for each a£E, 5ais a positive E-hermitian operator i.e. exp (hda) is a surjective 
linear isometry of E for all t £ R and Sp(Sa)ci R + . 
It can also be shown [12], [3] but it is fairly not immediate that 
№ 1 = Ml2> ll{*. II ^ M l • M • M l («> *> y. ^ E ) . 
Finally we note that the triple product is uniquely determined by the metric 
of E (cf. [12]). 
1.3. Example . JB*-triples are natural generalizations of C*-algebras. Indeed, 
if E is a C*-algebra then the triple product 
{xyz} := y xy*z+jzy*x 
makes E a JB*-triple. In the sequel we consider C*-algebras always as JB*-triples 
with this triple product. 
1.4. Def in i t ion . A JB*-triple ¿J is called a3BW*-triple (Jordan—von Neumann 
triple) if E ^ F * i.e. is is isometrically isomorphic to the dual of some Banach space 
F which is called a predual in this case. Any JBW*-triple has a unique canonical pre-
dual in the following sense [6]: There is a unique subspace denoted by F t in the dual 
E* of E such that for any predual F of E we have F^E.. 
Theo rem [2]. The triple product { } in a JBW*-triple E is a(E, E^-continuous 
in each of its three variables, respectively. 
1.5. For our purposes we need only the following piece of structure theory of 
JBW'"-triples [6], [1]. 
Let E be a JB*-triple. We shall use the concepts subtriple, ideal, /"-direct sum 
decomposition of E according to general category theory. I.e. a closed subspace 
F of E is a subtriple of E (denoted by F<E) if {FFF}a F, F is an ideal in E if 
{EEF}, {EFE}, {FEE}czF; furthermore E is the T-directe sum of a family {F,: 
/€/} of its subspaces (denoted by E= © F,) if there exist linear projections 
iZI 
71, : F ; such that the mapping xi-^ti,* : /£/) is a surjective isometry of F onto 
eo 
© Fj:={(*,: /€/)€ X Ft: sup ||Xi||<°°} equipped with the norm ||(x,-: i£/)|| := 
¡6/ iei iti 
:=sup| |Xi | | . 
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Def in i t i on . An element u£E is called a tripotent if {uuu}=u. A non-zero 
tripotent t£E is called an atom in E if {x: 5,x=x}=Ct. Two elements a,b£E 
are said to be orthogonal (denoted by a±b) if 5ab=bba=0. We shall write 
at E:= {atoms of E}. 
Example . For a Hilbert space the tripotents of JSf(^f) are exactly the 
partial isometries of №. An operator u is an atom of JSfpf) iff for some unit vectors 
we have u=e®f*(: For a,b££e(№) we have a±b 
iff ran (a)_Lran (b) and ran (a*) l r a n (b*) in №. (Proof: Suppose a±b in &(№) . 
Then 0=2{aabj=aa*b+ba*a i.e. aa*b=-ba*a. It follows (aa*fb=b(a*a)2k 
(k=0,1, ...) whence (p(aa*)b=bq>(a*a) for every even continuous function cp. 
In particular aa*b=ba*a=0 with <f>( • ) := | • |. Hence the statement is immediate 
by polarization.) 
T h e o r e m [6], [1]. Let E be a JBW*-triple, Ea the a(E, Enclosed linear hull of 
its atoms and let Jt denote the family of minimal a(E, EJ-closed ideals of E. Then Ea 
is an ideal in E and 
E = Ea@EEa= 0 F. 
FtM 
Each infinite dimensional F^Jt is isometrically isomorphic to some Car tan factor 
of type 1,2, 3 or 4 (discussed in Section 4 ) and E^ is isometrically isomorphic to a 
weak*-operator closed subtriple of some space JSf(^f) with a Hilbert space №. 
2. Dynamical characterization of algebraic compactness 
Throughout the whole work let E denote a JBW*-triple. We shall always write 
w*,w,n for the topologies o(E,EJ, a(E, E*) and norm-topology, respectively, 
when there is no danger of confusion. 
2.1. D e f i n i t i o n . For a linear topology T on £ which is finer than w* and 
coarser than n (i.e. we say that a£E is T-compact if the mapping 
a*: is (w*)—t continuous on ByE. We write comptE:={x-compact 
elements of E). 
Remark . It follows immediately from axiom (Jl) by polarization that we have 
a£comp t E iff the a-multiplication (x, y)>--{xay} is (iv*)2—t continuous on 
(Bjl?)2. In particular a6comp„, E iff the a-multiplication is continuous at 0 when 
restricted to B5E, as a consequence of 1.4. Theorem. 
Example . Let № be a Hilbert space, s the strong operator topology on 
and c 0 p f ) the ideal of compact operators (in classical sense) in We have 
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а£с0(Ж) iff the mapping J f Э/и—я/г is о(Ж, Ж*)-»norm (Ж) continuous. This 
means that comps Л?(Ж)=с0(Ж). However, the definition of the topology s in-
volves the underlying vector space Ж, thus it is not a natural subject for our purposes 
(in contrast with w*,w,ri). . 
Lemma. Let F be a w*-closed subtriple of E. Then F is also a JBW*-triple and 
(i) a(F, F+) coincides with a(E, £\) on BjF, 
(ii) comp9 FID FPlcompt E whenever the topology т is finer than 9 on F. 
Proof . In general, if Я is a w*-closed subspace of E then the quotient space 
ФН=0} is a predual for H. Thus F is a JBW*-triple. Moreover, by [6], 
F* = {i>£F*: ^ |<Ф, й>| for orthogonal tripotent families i/}. ueu 
Applying this also to E, we see that the topology o(F, F.) is finer than o(E, F J on 
F. However, both of them are compact and Hausdorff on B^F which establishes (i). 
Hence (ii) is immediate. 
2.2. Lemma. For any admissible t (i.e. if compz E is a norm-closed 
subtriple of E. Moreover {(compt F)F(comp t F)}ccomp t E. 
Proof . By (32"), for any fixed a, c£compt E and b£E we have 
{x{abc}y} = {{bax}cy}-{ba{xcy}} + {xc{bay}} (x,y£E). 
The mapping z^{baz) is w*—т continuous and hence, by 2.1. Remark, the 
summands on the right hand side are all (w*)2—т continuous in (x,y). The norm-
closedness of comp tE follows from the fact that if comp z E^a n ^a then 
lim max ||{xa„x}—{яда:}|| = lim \\a„—a|| =0. That is, a+|BTF (for def. see 2.1.) 
xiBiE n-°° 
is the norm-uniform and hence (since i ^ n ) also the т-uniform limit of the if*—x 
continuous maps This implies the vv*—т continuity of 
Remark . The classical compact operators form an ideal in £С(Ж) also in 
the sense {&(Ж)£е(Ж)с0(Ж)}, (Ж)c0(Ж)(Ж)}сcQ(Ж). Later we shall' 
see that compt E is indeed an ideal in E unless the topology x has a rather asym-
metric behaviour (cf. 5.4.). 
2.3. The reversible complex dynamics associated with E is, in pure mathematical 
terms, the group Aut В гЕ of all one-one surjective holomorphic mappings В 
—ВXE whose inverse is also holomorphic. It is well known [10] that for every 
the initial value problem 
(1) -4-yx(t) = a-{yx(t)ayx(t)}; yx(0) = x 
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admits a solution yx defined on the whole real line whenever x£B t E and the map-
pings B1E5x>-+yx(t) form a 1-parameter subgroup of Aut B ^ when res-
tricted to BXE (the open unit ball). To express the dependence of 3* on a(£E) 
we adopt the Lie theoretical notation exp [t(a—a*)]:=!P'. 
7T 
Lemma. Given a€.E\{0}, for |/|< the mapping exp[i(a—a*)] is 
4 M l 
oo 
the norm-uniform limit on BXE of the series 2 °f polynomials of the a-multi-
n = 0 
plication (which is not necessarily associative) defined recursively by 
a0(x) := x, ai(x):= a-{xax}, an+1(x):=-—^-r- 2 KW^iW} (" = !)• n + l k+l=n 
P r o o f . For fixed x£E, the function 
Zx(t)'-= 2 (I'l < liminf H^WII"1'") 
n=0 n - ° ° 
satisfies (1). By setting 
a 0 : = l , a 1 : = 2 | | a | | , c c n + l : = — i - p 2 a*M<*i (« S 1), 
1 + 1 * + ( = (! 
we see by induction that 
l k ( x ) | | ^ a„ (R ^ 0, ||x|| ^ 1). 
But the function 
«(*):= 2 « , (\t\ < lim inf laj"1/») 
n=o n - ~ 
is the solution of the initial value problem 
^ a ( 0 = MI + I M | a ( 0 2 ; a (0) = l 
whence a(/)=tan (—+i||a|| | and lim inf |a„|-1/n=rc/4. 
V4 ) 
2.4. Theorem. We have a£comp t E i f f the 1-parameter subgroup of Aut B^E 
with infinitesimal generator B1E^xt-^a—{xax} consists of W*—T continuous pertur-
bations of id(: x>-<-x). 
Proof . First let a€comp tE. By assumption t s w * . Obviously the constant 
mappings and id are continuous, and polynomials of the a-multiplication 
{briefly a-polynomials) preserve boundedness. Therefore it follows by induction from 
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2.3. Lemma and 2.1. Remark that for ws0 , a n + 1 ( •) is a w*—T continuous map 
on bounded sets. Since the norm-topology on E is finer than t, again 2.3. Lemma 
oo 
shows that exp [t(a—a*)]—id= £ t"an the r-uniform limit of w*—x conti-
n = l 
nuous mappings i.e. exp [i(a—a*)]—id is iv*—T continuous on B1£' whenever 
||to||<7t/4. On the other hand, exp [let(a—a*)] = (exp [t(a-a*)]}11 k=l, 
2, ...). Thus if for fixed t and suitable tv*—T continuous maps Aj we have 
exp [jt(a—a*)]=id+Aj ( /=1 , ..., k) then also 
e x p p + l ) / ( a - a * ) ] = (id+JiXid+dfc) = id+Ak+A1(id+AJ = 
= id+Ak+¿^(w* — w* cont. map) = id+(w*-«- t cont. map). 
I.e. exp [/(a—a*)]=id+(w*—T cont. map) for all Conversely, if A':= 
:=exp [t(a—a*)]—id is w*—T continuous for all /£R, then by 2.3. Lemma the 
mapping A: B1E3x>--a—{xax} is the norm-uniform and hence also t-uniform 
limit of t~lA* for t—0. I.e. n o w / l i s w*-~t continuous whence the r-compactness 
of a is immediate. 
2.5. Lemma. Let a£E. Then the following statements are equivalent 
(i) a6comp t E, 
(ii) [exp (a—a*)](x)€compt2? (xgcomp,. E, | | x | | s l ) , 
(iii) [exp (a—a^J^CcompjE. 
P r o o f . (i)=*(ii): the mapping y^a—{yay} takes comp t E into itself whenever 
a£comp r£' (cf. 2.2. Lemma). Thus if a, x€comp r E then the maximal solution of 
the initial value problem 2.2. (1) ranges in comp t E. (ii)=>(iii) is trivial. (iii)=>-(i): 
It is well-known (see e.g. [8]) that for all a£E, 
a = w h e r e 6 :=[exp(a-a + ) ] (0) . n=l Z71+1 
Thus if 6£comp t E then, by 2.2. Lemma, also a£comp t E. 
R e m a r k . If comp t E is an ideal in E then a—{EaE}c:comp, E if a£comp t E. 
Thus [exp (a—a*)](x)—x£compr£' for all xgB^Z? whenever compr E is an ideal 
n E and a£comp t E. 
P r o p o s i t i o n . For any S'iAutBx-E the continuous extension of ¥ to BXE 
(which always exists) has fixed point whenever f(0)(:comp r E. 
P r o o f . By Cartan's uniqueness theorem (see e.g. [8]), for some a£E and a 
surjective linear isometry A of Ewe have V=[exp (a—a*)] /11 Bj is (in particular f 
extends continuously to B \E) . If ^ (O^comp, E then, by 2.5. Lemma (iii), 
12 
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exp(a—a*) is a w*—w* continuous mapping (for xsw*). On the other hand, sur-
jective linear isometries of E are w*-+w* continuous [6]. Thus the continuous ex-
tension of if to the w*-compact B\E is w*—w* continuous if *P(0)6compt E. Now 
the statement follows from the classical Schauder—Tychonoff fixed point theorem. 
3. The commutative case 
Throughout this section let T denote a commutative von Neumann algebra. 
According to well-known tesults [16] we may fix a locally compact topological space 
Q and a Radon measure n on Q such that T^L°°(fi) (here meaning isometric 
isomorphism) and 
¿~00* = {[/-f<pfdn]: cpevdi)} = LHfi). 
We say that a subset S c Q is a /¿-atom if there is no S^cS1 such that 
and we call the countable (!) disjoint unions of ¿¿-atoms ¡i-atomic sets. 
3.1. Theorem. Let a be a bounded \i-measurable function and define Sa:= 
:={a>£Q: 0(0)5*0}. Then the following statements are equivalent 
(i) a£compw* L°°((i),2) 
(ii) SaC\K is n-atomic for [i(K)<°° (K n-measurable). 
Proof . Suppose first (ii) and consider an arbitrarily fixed cp^L1^). Then 
by setting ^ : = {co€ : (a>)0} we have SanS(p=\JZ„ with suitable dis-
joint /¿-atoms Z„ («=1,2 , . . . ) . By 2.1. Remark we can establish (i) by showing 
(1) J<paxfdn — 0 whenever |x,| ^ 1 (/'€/) 
and 
fipXidn-0 (ipeLHn)) 
since now we have {xax}=ax2 (x€ L" (n)). 
Let (x,-: /€ / ) be a net in L°°(/i) satisfying the hypothesis part of (1). Since 
Z„ is a fi-atom, the functions cp, x,, a are //-almost everywhere constant on Z„ i.e. 
we may assume that 
a(co) = a.„ for co£Z„ (n = 1, 2, ...). 
*) More-precisely we mean by this as usually that 
a:={f bounded: f—a = 0 /i — a.e.}€compt L°°(u). 
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Let 
vn:=pn<xnfi(Zn) (« = 1,2,...). 
Observe that 
- 2 |v„l - 2 \fi„x„\n(Z„) = / \ ipa\dti 
n = l n=l s " 
and 
/ = J pnaiMMZn) = 2 C?.nV„ (/€/)• 
The assumption 
f*xtdii-~ 0 ( ^ G O ) 
means in particular that 
Mm £,.„ = () (« = 1,2,. . .) . 
It follows 
lim sup 1 2 £/,„v„| S lim sup | 2 c*nv„| 
for any JV(<«-). However 
I 2 i f . - v . l s 2 K I - 0 ( j v - c o ) . 
(i)=>(ii): Assume that S^fl-fiT is not //-atomic for some K(<zQ) of finite 
/¿-measure. Then removing a maximal disjoint system of /¿-atoms with positive 
/¿-measures from Sa(~}K we see that there exists S<zSa(~)K such that [i(S)>0 
and for any /¿-measurable PcS we can fix a partition 
P = P'UP", P ' f l P " = 0; /i(P') = /¿(P") = j H ( P ) . 
N 
Now for any finite /¿-measurable partition n={P1, ..., PN} of S (i.e. 5 = (J Pk; k = l 
P t r i P , = 0 for and P1,...,PN are /¿-measurable) define the function xn: 
£2—{0, ±1} by 
N 
xn'-= 2 (hpk>-~hpkr) 
where Ip :Q^oj>-*[1 if (a£P, 0 else] (PcQ). If P is any /¿-measurable set and J7 
is finer than P} then then ¡xnlPdfi=0. It follows 
lim fx„<pdn = 0 {(f>£Lx(n)) 
12« 
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with the usual ordering of partitions (i.e. FJ^il^ if for each Pl£lll there is P 2 c /7 2 
with PxdPi). That is 
xn — 0 w * 
in B 1L°°(n). However, {xnaxn}=x2n a = l s a4*0 whence a^comp^,£"(//) 
3.2. Coro l la ry . We have3) 
compw. T - w*— Span (at T), 
moreover any a£compw*T can be written as 
a = w*— 2 a(")« 
u€at+T 
where zt+T:={uiat T: MSO}, a(u)u:=5„a (w€at+R). 
Proof . This is nothing but an abstract reformulation of 3.1. Theorem. Namely, 
let <P be an isometric C*-isomorphism between L°°(p) and T. Then <P{1S: S is a 
/i-atom}=at+7' and <P comp^* L°°(//)=complv*T. Furthermore property (ii) can 
be reformulated as: a£LT(p) is the w*-limit of the net ( l x a : AT is a finite union of 
/¿-atoms) and here the function 1 Ka differs only on a set of /¿-measure 0 from 
2sM-atomcK«'(S)Is where a'(S):=fadn.fi(S)-\ s 
3.3. Coro l la ry . If T is a commutative von Neumann subalgebra of J?(¿4?) for 
a Hilbert space ffl and a£compr T then is spanned by the eigenvectors of the 
operator a. 
Proof . Let again $ be an isometric C*-isomorphism between L°°(n) and T 
and suppose a6compr T. Then <P~1a£compw*Loa(ii) and so for / : = <I>~1a 
we have f = w * ~ 2 y - ly where S ( y ) : = / _ 1 M (ytr) and r:={y£C\ ver 
\{0} : /i(S(y))>0}. The operators py:=${lsw) (y£T) are pairwise orthogo-
nal projections and we have the spectral descomposition a=w*— y y -p be-
V €T 
cause the w*- and weak operator topologies coincide on bounded subsets of T. 
4. w*-compactness in Cartan factors 
On the basis of 3.3. we can easily describe the w*-compact elements of Cartan 
factors of type 1, 2, 3, 4 which is a fundamental task for us in view of 1.5. Theorem. 
First we recall their definition (cf. [8]). 
3) The symbol w* — Z stands for the w*-limit of finite partial sums. 
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4.1. Def in i t ion . The Cartan factors of type 1 are the spaces 
se(№, with Hilbert spaces c № 
considered as subtriples of (see 1.3.). 
The Cartan factors of type 2 resp. type 3-are the spaces 
:= (xe,f) = (xf e) («,/€#)}, 
:= {x€J?(№): (xe, /> = -<*/, e) (e, /€&)} 
with a Hilbert space JF and orthonormed basis 38 in № (considered as subtriples of 
The Cartan factors of type 4 (or spin factors in other terminology) are the JB*-
triples whose carrier space is a Hilbert space № endowed with a triple product 
{ } defined by the aid of an orthonormed basis 38 of № as follows. 
2{abx} := (a, b)x+(x, b)a-(g, x*)5® (a, b, x€№) 
where x a : = 2 Q ^ ) -
Remark , (i) Type 1 factors are defined in most works as №2) spaces 
with arbitrary Hilbert spaces However, by setting dim (j= 1, 2) 
we have S£ ( j f i , JTJ ^ i ? (Jf, (/2 (max {x1, x2}), I2 ( m i n ^ , *2})), 
(ii) The operation ~m is a conjugate linear involution. It is called the ^-con-
jugation. The norm in is defined as 
Hill := [<X, *>+«*, x> 2 -K i , 
(iii) The w*-topology in a factor of type ^ 3 coincides with the weak operator 
topology (abbreviated by wop) [6]. 
4.2. Throughout this subsection let Fx.=Se(№, №), F2:= F3:= 
( t f ) be Cartan factors of type 1, 2, 3 in respectively. 
Lemma. Given a£Fk and two nets B1№3hi>/¡—0 o(№,№*) we can find 
a bounded net 
F^Xi-0 w* 
and a unit vector such that 
<{w}_e, e)-(h„ a f ) - 0 (A: = 1,2, 3). 
P roo f . For x£Fk, we have ({xax}e, e) = (xe, a(x*e)). 
(i) k=1. Let p denote the orthogonal projection of № onto Then 
(h.,afi) = (phi, afy for all indices. Fix any with ||e|| = l. Now the net 
Xi := (p/?()®e* + e ® / * 
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satisfies 
l k - e - p y = \\(e,fi)e\\ - 0, 
Wxte-M = p M - 0, 
w* 
(cf. Remark (iii)). 
(ii) k=2. We write simply ~ instead of and choose Jf such that 
l|e| = i , <g,g> = 0 




D * i f - y = \\(e,fte + (e, h^e]] - 0, 
II*?e-M = ||<g, h^e + <e, ¿>g|| - 0. 
(iii) k=3. The same construction applies as in (ii) with 
Xi hi®e*-§®Ef + e®f*-fi<8>i*-
Propos i t i on . We have comp^F t =F t nc 0 C?f ) (fe= 1, 2, 3)4). 
P roof . By 2.1. Remark and 4.1. Remark (iii), we have 
compw*Fk = {a£Fk: ({x.axje, e) — 0 (e^tf) whenever 0 w*}. 
Now applying 4.2. Lemma twice we see 
compw. Fk = {a£Fk: </i,., afi) - 0 if BiJfSfi, , / , - 0 <x(.r, .#•*)} = 
= Ffcncomp„* (¿ = 1,2,3). 
We establish that comp w *^( j^ )=c 0 ( j f ) as follows: 
For any we have 
<{*,fe®S*)*,}/, /¡) = {{Xi§)®(x*e)*f, h) = /i></, - 0 
if B ^ C i f ^ - O w*. Thus by 2.2. Lemma, . 
c 0 ( j f ) = Span {e®e*: eg j f } c comp,v, ). 
Conversely, let a G c o m p ^ i f ^ ) . Since {xa*x} = {;c*a;c*}* (,?f)) and 
B ^ p f ^ - O w * iff W S C i ^ x f ^ O w * , we have also a*ecompw.J5f(.#). 
4) Here we write c 0 (Jf ) := {compact operators J^-*^}. 
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Again by 2.2. Lemma, for b:=l/2aa*+l/2a*a we have b={ala*}€compw*£(Jf). 
Consider the w*-closed linear hull T of {bn: «=0,1, . . .} . T is a commutative von 
Neumann subalgebra and hence a JBW*-sub triple of i f ( ^ f ) . By 2.1. Lemma 
¿€compw*7' and so by 3.3. Corollary we can find an orthonormed basis 88 in 2/P 
and- X: such that - - . • • . 
be = X(e)e (e£@). 
Assume now that c0(^f). Then there is A>0 and an infinite sequence ex, e2, ... 
with X(e„)^X. But then 
_ tn : = e 1 ® e % + e„®e% — 0 w* 
in B ^ p f ) while 
{tnbQ = Heje^et + lieje^et ^ Xe^et ^ 0 w*, 
contradicting b£compw*SC(jf). Hence b£c0(yf) and therefore also a£c0(Jf). 
4.3. P ropos i t ion . In infinite dimensional spin factors F, we have compw*F=0. 
P roo f . According to 4.1. Definition, we may consider F as the Hilbert space 
Jf endowed with the triple product 
2{xyz) = (x, p)z+(z,y)x—(x, 
where we write simply ~ for the ^-conjugation ~m. Since the conjugation ~ is a 
surjective real-linear isometry. of F, it is necessarily w*—w* continuous. Hence 
a£compw*F iff a€compw*F. I.e. 
compw* F = Span {a£ compw* F: a = a}. 
Suppose a =a6compw*F. Then ^C Q ( C g ) = © ( C a ) j ~ ~ and so we can choose 
an orthonormed sequence (xi, x2, ...} such that x n=x n J_a («=1,2, . . . ) . Since the 
norm of F i s equivalent to the norm of Jf (cf. 4.1. Remark (ii)), we have x„— 0w* 
because the topologies w* and o(Jif, Jf *) coincide so in Bx,?f. On the other hand 
— l/2a = {x„gx„}-*0 whence a=0. 
5. Main results 
In accordance with 1.5. Theorem, we shall consider the decomposition 
E\ © © F of E into the /"-direct sums of its continuous part and minimal w*-
FIM 
closed ideals, respectively, and we shall write nc, nP (F£Jt) for the corresponding 
factor projections. Note that 
(1) x = (w*- 2 nFx)+ncx (x€F). 
FIJT 
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5.1. Theorem. If 0?ia$.comp1E then 
a = w*~ 2 a, t¡ 
¡6/ 
for some orthogonal family {/¡: /6/} of x-compact atoms of E and constants 0 < 
< a i — M l («'€/)• 
Proof . Let a£compxE. Remark that if we have a=w*— 2 aJ¡ for an 
i€l 
orthogonal family of atoms and suitable positive constants then, by 1.2., necessarily 
«. = M = IICiMlll ^ l U i P H I = N 1 , 
and from 2.2. Lemma it follows also 
t¡ = a f 2 {at¿ a}£ compt E (/£ I). 
Observe furthermore that ¿^comp^is and hence 
7ica£compw*Ea , nFa£compw*F (F£Jt). 
Thus taking into account the factorization (1) and that atE=X-atE (|A| = 1), 
we may complete the proof by showing that a=w* — 2 v-'A for some orthogonal 
ÜJ 
family {t[ \ z€7}cat F and constants a¡£ C (i£l) whenever a€compw» F where 
F=E± or F£Jt. (In particular a = 0 if F=Ej-) . If F£J( is isometrically iso-
morphic to some finite dimensional Cartan factor then the existence of such an atomic 
decomposition is well known [13]. In any other case we may assume without loss of 
generality that F is a weak operator closed subtriple of for some Hilbert space 
№ (cf. 1.5. Theorem, 4.3. Proposition, 4.1. Definition). Thus let F be a wop-closed 
subtriple of £?(№) and fl£compw,F. Applying polar decomposition, we can write 
a = u\a\ 
where \a\ :=(a*a)112 and u£¿¡?(3#') is a suitable partial isometry of № such that 
ran u = fañ a, rana* = raña* = fan |a|. 
Observe that 
«|fl|2n+1 = 8n0a£F (n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
Hence by choosing a sequence of odd polynomials 
<p1^<pa...yi on ( 0 , M ] 
we see that 
u = wop — lim (pn(Sa)a£F. 
Consider now the wop-closed subtriple 
U :={x£ F: ran x c , ran x* c №„}, 
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where 
ran u, := ran u*. 
Clearly the mapping 
is an isometry from U into £C(№0) such that 
f {xyz} = {(Wx)(Wy)(¥z)} (x, y, z€U). 
Hence its range 0(:—¥U) is a wop-closed subtriple of iP(«?f0). Moreover 
1 ( ^ i d j r j ^ W u t O and therefore 
x* = {ljcl}€ 0, xy+yx = 2{x\y)£U (x, y£ 0). 
Let T be a maximal commutative subfamily of normal operators in 0 such that 
\a\ = Ya£T. 
The existence of T is immediate from the Zorn lemma. It also easily follows from the 
previous remarks that T is a wop-closed commutative C*-subalgebra (i.e. von Neu-
mann subalgebra) of ¿¡f(Ji?0). Since a£compw*F, by 2.1. Lemma also a€compw*C/ 
whence \a\ = xFa£compw*0 and so 
0 |a|6compw* T. 
Now it follows from 3.2. Corollary that 
a = if 1 |<3t| = w*— 2! «(0f-1'-
t € at+ T 
Let 
< € a t + r and i.e. v = utp0 
where p0 denotes the orthogonal projection of № onto To complete the proof 
we show that r £ a t F . Suppose indirectly that there exists g£F such that 5vg= 
=g$Cv. Necessarily 
ran g cz ran v c №x, ran g* cz ran v* a 
i.e. gdU. Thus we may define f:—Wg. Since t=*Pv and W is an isomorphism, 
S , f = f i C t . 
However, / f a t T and so f$T. Since t is a positive minimal partial isometry, t is 
a projection and we have 5,h=h iff ran h, ran /t*c ran t or equivalently ]Sh=th= 
=ht It follows that also <5,/*=/* and therefore one of the self-adjoint 
operators 2 R e / ( : = / + / * ) , 2 I m / ( : = / ( / * - / ) ) does not belong to T. I.e. there 
exists 
h£tf\T, h = h* = 5,h. 
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However, if z£T then for some 
fi = S,z = y + = tz = zt 
whence 
hz = (/i/)z = /i(/z) = {hi = f /1 = Oh = (zt)h = z(th) = zh. 
This contradicts the maximality of T. 
Corol la ry . If a£comp t F then nca=0 and nFa=0 for infinite dimensional 
spin factors F£j(. 
Corol lary . If a6compc E and a=w* — 2 <Mi with some orthogonal family 
{/¡: z'd/}cat E then we have 
w*- 2Pit£compxE it I 
whenever sup | Bi| «*> and for every there exists <5>0 with 
•{'"€/: \Pt\ s £} c {/€/: |«,| S 5). 
Proof . Let :={/<=/: inf|a,|>0}. Then 
:= w*- 2 h, bj := w*- 2 <xr2h 
i€J ' i€J 
are well-defined elements of E for JdSf (since the coefficients are bounded; cf. 
[6]). By 2.2. Lemma, 
Zj = {abja}£compxE (J£Sf) 
and 
compt E 3 Span {z,: K9>} = (w*- 2 Pi U • inf \P>\ > 0 (J£S?)\ 
since in general we have (for w*—Span {/,-: i£l}^w*—Span at T^l°°(I)) 
(2) I K - ^ y i / . H = sup lyj. 
idl iil 
5.2. The above spectral theorem yields the following improvement of 4.2. 
Proposition. 
Theorem. Let F be a Gartan factor of type ^ 3 . Then a£comp t F i f f for 
some sequence a„l0 and an orthogonal family of atoms t2, ...}czcomp tF we 
have a = 2anfn ( s u m coverging in norm). In particular 
n = 1 
compr F = Span [(at F) fl compt F]. 
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Proof . Since compc F is norm-closed and at F<zc0(J^), the sufficiency is 
clear (namely, dim ran r s 2 if ?£at F; [8]). 
Necessity: Let a£comp rF, a=w* — 2 U as in 5.1. Theorem. From 
¡6/ 
4.2. Proposition we know that o€c0(^f) on the underlying Hilbert space f f . But 
by 1.5. Example, if for some infinite subsequence {/1; ...} of indices we have 
inf {ai : «=1 ,2 , . . .}>0 then w*— 2 a ih cannot be a compact operator since 
" iil 
the trs are pairwise orthogonal partial isometries. Now the relation vv*— 2 a i f i = 
•s/ 
= follows from 5.1. (2). 
Hi 
5.3. Classical compact operators can be characterized structurally as norm 
limits of orthogonal sequences of finite rank operators tending to 0 (in subtriples 
of ifpg*)). An analogous class with atoms in the abstract setting instead of finite 
rank operators admit a description in terms of w-compactness. 
Theorem. We have a£compw E i f f o = n(n for some orthogonal sequence 
n = 1 
of atoms in E and constants a„|0. 
Proof . Necessity: Let a£compwE. By 5.1. Theorem we have 
a = w*- 2 
iil 
with a suitable orthogonal family of atoms and positive constants, respectively. 
Consider any infinite index sequence {tl5 i2, ...}c:7 such that a^—a for some 
a SO. We have only to prove that a=0 . Set 
U:={2P„tin: Wi»/?2, •••) converges in C}. n=1 
Now U is a closed subspace of E (cf. 5.1. (2)). The linear functional 
is well-defined on U and it has norm 1. Thus A0 admits a continuous Hahn—Banach 
extension A to E. Observe that 
2 0 W* ( « - c o ) . 
kmn 
Hence it follows that a = lim ak = A0(w*— 2 ai h )=A{u„au„} ( "=1 ,2 , . . . ) k-^oo k k 
and so, since a£compw E, indeed 
a = lim A{u„au„} = 0. 
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Sufficiency: Since compwE is norm-closed (2.2. Lemma), by 5.1. (2) it suffices 
to see that at E<zcompw E. Let r£at E be arbitrarily chosen. Since E= 
Ea ® © ^ follows that /£at F for some minimal w*-closed ideal F£J{. 
FIM 
Since atoms in Cartan factors are finite rank operators and since the >v*-topology 
on the unit ball of a Cartan factor coincides with the weak operator topology, it 
suffices to prove that 
(1) A {^(#<8»/*)*,} - 0 
whenever 
- 0 wop; A££?(№)*; e,f£№ 
with a Hilbert space №. Since {xi(e<S>f*)xi}£c0(№) in any case, we may write 
A£c0(№)* in (1) instead of the relation without loss of generality. 
However, as it is well-known, c0(№) is a predual for ¿t?(№) and therefore (1) is 
equivalent to saying that {xi(e<g>f*)xi}—0 w* whenever ~B1£f(№)3xi-+0 w* 
(e,f£№). This latter statement is already established in 4.2. Proposition. 
Coro l la ry . We have comp„ ¿f(№)=c0(№), or more generally compwFk = 
=compw* Fk = c0 (№) fl Fk for Cartan factors of type k= 1 ,2 ,3 in &(№). 
Coro l la ry . We have compw£=Span U at F where Sf denotes the family 
FI M\SF 
of infinite dimensional spin factors of E. 




comp„*E = © c0(№k), k = l 
compWE = {a€ © c0(№k): lim \\a\№k\\ = 0}. 
It is easy to see that if t:=e®f*^0 then r$comp„ S£(№). Therefore, by 5.1. 
Theorem, 
comp„£ = {a£E: a\№k = 0 whenever dim№k =°°}. 
In particular 
(i) compw* /" = compw / " = comp„ l°° = c0; 
(ii) compw* £e(P) = compw £C(l2) = c0(/2), comp„ if(/2) = 0. 
5.4. Finally we proceed to the problem: When is compt E an ideal in El The 
definitive answer seems to require intensive use of the structure theory of the two 
finite dimensional exceptional Cartan factors. On the other hand, it is not hard to 
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show with operator theoretical technique that if the topology z has a highly "sym-
metric" behaviour then compt E is an ideal in E. 
Lemma. The surjective linear isometries of a Cartan factor Fk of type ks3 
act transitively on at Fk. 
Proof . Let us use the notations of 4.1. Definition along with the description of 
atF* in [8, Cor. 8.40]. 
k=\. We have Fx=<£(Mf,^), 
a t i i = {¡®e*: e e * , ||e|| = ||/|| = 1}. 
Given any unit vectors there exist unitary operators 
u^J?such that ue—e, u f = f . Now, with the surjective linear isometry 
W: F ^ x ^ u ^ u * , we have ¥ e ® f * = e ' 
i t=2,3 . We have F2={x£ i f ( j f : x=x*}, F3 = { x 6 i ? p f ) : x = -x*}, 
at F2 = {e®|*: §£3*?, ||c|| = 1}, 
atF3 = {f®?-e®f*: e,f£JT, ej_f, ||e|| = ||/|| = 1}. 
Given any unit vectors e, such that e_Lf, e' _L/' there exists a unitary 
operator with ue=e', u f = f . Now the mapping 
V: J§?(<r)3x ^ wxu* 
is a surjective linear isometry of and 
TFk = Fk (k = 2, 3), 
ye®e* = e'®e'\ W(f®e*-e®f*) =f®e'*-e'®f*. 
Propos i t ion . If any surjective linear isometry of E is z—z continuous then 
compr E is an ideal in E. 
Proof . We know that surjective linear isometries of E are triple product auto-
morphisms [8] and they are w*—w* continous [6]. Thus if W is a surjective linear 
isometry of E, a£compxE and B ^ x . - x w * then {x,(fa)x,} = «f {(l//"1x,) • 
a( ,P_1x,)} —!P{(5'_1x)a(!f _1x)}={x('Fa)x} z, i.e. V compt £'=comp r E when-
ever W is t—i continous. Since E=E^® © F, from the previous lemma it 
FiJl 
follows by 5.1., 5.2. Theorems that 
compt E = Span Span at F 
where Jtz:={{F£J/: \\nFa\ s 1}: a€comp tF}, 
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if the surjective linear isometries of E are T—T continuous. The right hand side 
here is obviously an ideal in E. 
Coro l la ry . If any surjective linear isometry of E is T-»T continuous then there 
is a family Jt\ of subsets of Jt such that we have a£comp t E i f f 7rfa(Ecompw, F 
(F£J(), nca=0 and for all e>0, there exists such that {F£Ji: ||7rf a|| & 
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